9 September 1945

SUBJECT: Crossing to France

TO: Maj. Otis H. Mathis, AMG - Turin

1. It has come to the attention of this office through its Agents at the Italo-French frontier that civilians carrying AMG permits containing your signature have attempted to cross into France.

2. Your office is hereby reminded that the authority to issue permits involving frontier crossing is not an AMG function, but it is exclusively a G-2, CI, AFRHQ function.

3. For persons to leave Italy for France the requirements are:

   a) Persons must be in possession of a valid passport.

   b) Passport must contain a "visa d'entrée" given at any French Consulate in Italy.

   c) Individuals must cross at either Clavières or San Luigi (the two official crossing points)

   d) Return visas are given by Agents of this detachment at the above mentioned points.

4. It would be appreciated if all concerned are informed of these existing regulations involving frontier crossing.

   For the Commanding Officer:

   NICHOLAS A. NATSIOS
   Special Agent CIC
   Executive Officer